Introduction
Serial exchanges have been a fundamental component of the collection development and acquisitions programs of large research libraries, particularly those with strong programs in international studies. The most-cited rationale for exchanges is that expressed by Mark Kovacic. "The primary purpose of maintaining exchanges is the acquisition of those materials which are not available in any other way, or for which exchange is more economically advantageous than purchasing." 1 Beginning as early as 1970 (if not earlier), librarians were, and continue to be, ambivalent about the desirability of acquiring material via exchange. In 1970, William Huff indicated that 95% of the ARL libraries he surveyed had gift and exchange programs in operation. "Attitudes toward the programs were, on the whole, ambivalent. Many librarians thought it was useful, especially since it sometimes was the only way to obtain some serials; however, more believed the program did not pay its own way." 2 In 1979, Pamela Bluh and Virginia C. Haines expressed concern about exchange programs in light of fiscal responsibility and collection development:
"The exchange of publications between American and foreign libraries has been the subject of numerous articles, yet little has been written about the topic as it relates to current concepts of fiscal responsibility and collection development activities. In this time of austerity, it seems appropriate that the exchange agreement as an alternative means of acquisition should be reviewed, so that the philosophical and practical considerations of exchanges can be examined to determine if this method continues to be viable." 3 Bluh and Haines's review of their exchanges resulted in a reduction from 390 exchange partners (more than 800 titles) to 250 exchange agreements (555 titles). The number of subscriptions acquired for these partners was also reduced from 660 to 325. 4 In beginning her article on evaluating the costs of domestic serials exchanges, Priscilla C. Yu stated that "libraries in the 1980s face even more serious economic dilemmas than in the 1970s." 5 The 1990s have been no better for libraries, with rapid increases in the cost of books and journals, as well as budget cuts, resulting in reduced staffing resources.
This article will examine the circumstances that led The Ohio State University (OSU) Libraries' Acquisition Department to undertake a multiyear project to evaluate and eliminate serial exchanges whenever feasible. The paper will also describe the project design and its goals, With the arrival of the second author (Trisha Davis) in 1990, the Acquisition Department was able to under-take an extensive evaluation of the exchange operation. By this time, it was clear that funding for a separate gifts and exchanges librarian was unlikely. In addition, the University's administrative emphasis on international programs had diminished, though the Libraries and academic departments still placed considerable emphasis on these areas. This environment was more in line with the thinking of the authors who believed that the University's and Libraries' needs for international material could be met without special emphasis on exchanges. As a corollary to the research done earlier, the authors requested funding in the Fall 1990 to visit two libraries with significant exchange programs ─ Indiana University and The University of Michigan. This trip confirmed for the authors that OSU had two choices: either invest heavily in exchanges and the staff required to do the job well or minimize the exchange operation. A heavy investment would have involved the following components:
• the designation of staff, including a librarian, to manage and increase the current exchange program; • the identification of staff with language expertise to communicate with exchange partners; • the solicitation of new exchange partners;
• the development and monitoring of new arrangements with on-campus suppliers;
• the commitment of time by collection managers with particular subject and language expertise; and • an increase in costs for the materials budget to purchase material to be exchanged.
The authors believed that minimizing exchanges and focusing existing staff resources in other directions would be most advantageous for the Libraries.
Like many academic libraries, OSU's exchange program was operating under the restrictions of a reduced staff and a severely limited source of free materials to exchange. The availability of funds to acquire these titles as paid subscriptions, however, provided the opportunity for a new approach. Given these parameters, the exchange review project focused on three primary goals: a collection development-based analysis of the value of titles received vs. costs of titles sent; a shift of titles to paid subscriptions whenever possible; and a migration of exchange management functions to fully automated control that is integrated with the local library systems and processes.
Project Proposal
In May 1991, the Head of the Acquisition Department made a proposal to the Library Materials Budget Committee (which consisted of the Director, Assistant Directors, Budget Officer, Collection Development Officer, and the Head, Acquisition Dept.) to evaluate the exchange program from top to bottom. Particular emphasis would be given to streamlining the exchange process. The following reasons were given:
1. The program was too expensive in staff time and the Libraries no longer had the staff to continue the program at the levels needed. Additional staff would be needed to maintain the existing titles appropriately. 2. The program had not been systematically reviewed from a collection development perspective in at least five years. Who knew what was being received and whether the titles were worthwhile.
3. The staff position handling exchanges had been vacant for more than one year. The student assistant was able to maintain only basic correspondence duties. Backlogs of exchange materials and handling decisions were building weekly. 4. World changes were making it more feasible and efficient to pay for subscriptions rather than exchange them. 5. The material available to the Libraries for exchange had to be purchased from the University (though at a reduced cost), so the often compelling reason of available free material did not apply. 6. The materials budget as currently funded by the University could withstand additional costs better than the Libraries could withstand additional staff costs. The materials budget was being protected by the University and increased even during the worst serials price increases, so the Libraries had more of a crisis in staffing than in the materials budget.
In essence, the Libraries were already expending funds from the materials budget for titles, so why go through the labor-intensive process of exchanging them?
The Committee agreed to the project with the following guidelines:
1. Acquisition would design a review process that allowed the appropriate collection manager to review each exchange from the perspective of what was being provided to the partner and what the Libraries were receiving in return. This process was intended to assess the value of the titles to the collection. 2. Acquisition would have a free rein to move titles that were to be retained to a purchase status rather than an exchange status even if that process cost the materials budget more. The collection managers would not have to contribute any funds to turn these titles into subscriptions since those costs would be funded centrally. By the same token, if collection managers canceled a title as a result of the review, they would not realize any savings to use for other new titles. 3. The project was expected to require three years so that first priority activities for the Acquisition Department, such as serials check-in and claiming, and for the collection managers, such as approval review and firm order selection, would not be disrupted.
The most significant factor above is the commitment to spend what was needed from the materials budget to more efficiently acquire the material.
Status of the OSU Exchange Program in 1991
In 1991, when the Libraries made the decision to review and eliminate as many exchanges as possible, 1,721 serial titles were being received on exchange. The majority of these titles could be categorized as periodicals, numbered series, or annuals. The subject areas being most heavily served by the exchange program were biological sciences, agriculture, East Asian studies ─ particularly Chinese and Japanese, East European/Slavic studies, and geology. The OSU exchange operation was heavily biased toward biology, geology, and agriculture because of the titles available for exchange. Two journals, the Ohio Journal of Science and the Ohio Biological Survey, had been available for exchange to the Libraries for many years, and a significant exchange process had developed using these two titles. Exchanges in East Asian studies and East European/Slavic studies had been developed because of the international focus emphasized in earlier years at OSU. Total dollars spent annually by the Libraries on existing exchanges were $14,554. Of this amount, $10,505 of this amount was spent purchasing 277 copies of the Ohio Journal of Science. In exchange the Libraries received approximately 733 titles. Other titles used for exchange were: Domestic exchanges had proliferated because of the popularity of the Ohio Journal of Science and the Ohio Biological Survey. These domestic exchanges were targeted as an area where significant cancellations or conversions to paid titles would be feasible and more cost effective. In July 1991 before the start of the project, 131 domestic exchanges existed.
Project Design
Once approval for the project was received, the Acquisition Department proceeded with its usual approach to introducing new procedures or projects ─ a presentation at the quarterly Collection Managers Forum. The department head had implemented these quarterly meetings for collection managers many years earlier to provide a forum for the Acquisition Department to present issues to their primary clientele, the collection managers. In return, the forums provided an opportunity for discussion of any issues of concern. In addition to presentation of changes already in effect, the forum has been used to discuss new possibilities with collection managers before final decisions are made. In this case, the exchange project was introduced to the collection managers with the details of what they would be expected to do, as well as the policy outlines already approved by the Library Materials Budget Committee.
The forum presentations by the authors covered the history of the exchange program in the past few years, including how it was staffed, when activities occurred, and when and what activities had already been dropped due to staffing cuts. Recent changes that had already been made were also included in the presentation. These changes involved current attempts to mainstream as much of the serials process for exchanges as possible, such as absorbing claim review for these titles into the traditional claim review and processing first issues of new exchange titles in the same workflow as first issues for purchased new titles. As compelling evidence for the new approach to exchanges, the collection managers were reminded of activities that were currently on hold due to staffing cuts: establishing new exchange agreements, adding new titles on existing exchanges, and facilitating monographic exchanges. The authors also discussed their site visits to Indiana and Michigan as background for the current proposal. Finally, the basic outlines of the project were discussed, including distribution of sample documents. The following givens were presented:
1. As the exchanges were reviewed, their records would be moved from paper files to the online acquisitions system. Online records already existed for the receipt of the individual titles, but no records for the exchange agreements were available online. 2. Collection managers would review each individual exchange agreement in their subject area and make retention or cancellation decisions for each title received. 3. When possible, titles that the collection manager wished to retain would be replaced with a purchased subscription in lieu of the current exchange agreement. 4. Titles would be maintained on exchange only if they could not be purchased or if the cost to purchase was extremely high. 5. Only serials subscription exchanges would be maintained; monographic lists or purchase agreements would not be maintained. 6. Collection managers would not bear the cost of switching a title from exchange status to paid status. In addition, they would not benefit financially by canceling titles either.
Although the collection managers had many questions about the details and especially about the economic consequences to their funds, the project was accepted with enthusiasm. They were promised that the exchange would not be canceled until the paid subscriptions were operational. In other words, once a decision was made to move a title to paid status, the order was placed immediately. Only after receipt of the first piece of the paid subscription was Acquisition free to cancel the exchange.
The project began with a review of the goals for day-to-day management of exchanges. For existing titles received on exchange, the subscriptions would continue to be maintained according to standard procedures until the review process was complete for that title. Missing issues would continue to be claimed, but no problem resolution would be done on subscriptions that had lapsed until a retention decision was made. Any correspondence received was answered with a generic letter explaining the status of the program review. For existing exchange agreements, any letters of inquiry were answered with a form letter explaining the review project and supplying only a confirmation list of titles sent and received on exchange. Correspondence concerning existing exchanges or requests for additional titles were simply filed away for consideration later, after the exchange decisions were complete. Inquiries regarding the establishment of new exchanges were ignored. The next step was an inventory of files and material on hand in order to provide supporting information for the collection managers. The department had built massive paper files of correspondence dating back decades. The paperwork was poorly labeled and organized; it was stored by geographic location of the partner. Although some information was helpful for investigation, the content was generally out of date and irrelevant. The name and address information usually was obsolete, and the master card files were not adequately updated. As each file was pulled for examination, the name of the exchange partner was established by searching in local and national authority files so the exchange analysis documents and data in the new online files would coordinate with other acquisition activities for that institution. The backlog of unidentified exchange pieces that had accumulated was sorted, searched, and forwarded to the collection manager reviewing that area of exchanges. No attempt was made to resolve questions concerning possible "comes-with" pieces or items received without explanation.
The review project procedures were designed by the Head of the Continuation Division of the Acquisition Department and her staff. The first sample form, which later became known as the EPDAS (Exchange Project Data Analysis Sheet), provides the detailed information for each exchange (see appendix A). The EPDAS included the name of the exchange partner, the date the exchange was initiated, information on which titles were sent by OSU and their cost. The EPDAS also included information on the titles received from the partner, library location of the titles, call number, and subscription status. Availability information such as cost was included only if it was found in the initial search. The last line on each listing was to be circled: continue subscription or eliminate from exchange. Finally, the collection manager was asked to add any other comments and to sign and date the form. They were given a due date for a time period agreed upon earlier at the Collection Managers' Forum.
These documents were prepared for each exchange by Acquisition staff. If the exchange covered more than one subject area, it was sent to each collection manager involved but included only the titles for which they had collection development responsibility. This allowed each collection manager to review only the titles in their areas. Before the form was sent, the titles were searched in standard sources such as vendor databases and other catalogs. No additional investigation was done at this point. If the collection manager wanted to keep the title, Acquisition would do more extensive searching. The authors felt that many of the titles would be canceled at the outset and there was no need to do extensive searching until the cancel/keep decision had been made. The decision for the collection manager was whether to keep the title or not. Acquisition made the decision about whether the exchange should be maintained or whether paid subscriptions could be initiated.
When the EPDAS were returned from the collection managers, work began in the Acquisition Department to review the results and determine the appropriate course of action. A staff worksheet was attached to each EPDAS returned to record the subsequent actions taken with regard to the exchange agreement and the specific titles. Subsequent actions included:
For exchanges being completely canceled:
1. notify OSU suppliers to cancel the shipment of a title as of a certain date; 2. notify the exchange partner of the cancellation of the agreement; 3. advise the exchange partner on correct method to subscribe to canceled exchange titles.
For exchanges being changed entirely to paid subscriptions: 1. establish new paid subscriptions; 2. cancel the exchange title when first piece of new paid subscription is received; 3. when all paid titles are confirmed, notify the exchange partner of the cancellation of the agreement; 4. advise the exchange partner on correct method to subscribe to canceled exchange titles.
For exchanges being partially canceled or changed to paid subscriptions:
1. contact exchange partner to determine if partial exchange is feasible, or to determine if titles can be purchased rather than exchanged, and at what cost; 2. determine cost and availability of paid subscriptions; 3. evaluate cost to exchange vs. cost of paid subscriptions; 4. establish new paid subscriptions; 5. revise or cancel exchange agreement as appropriate.
For titles being maintained on exchange:
1. send letter of confirmation to exchange partner for titles to be maintained on exchange; 2. request replies verifying titles exchanged, a current address, and contact person.
For all actions taken: 1. update OSU records with action taken; 2. notify the collection manager of action taken.
Form letters to cover most of these circumstances were developed to expedite the paperwork associated with the project. These included forms to cancel the exchange, maintain the exchange, explain any changes to the OSU supplier, and initiate a partial cancellation (see Forms 1-3). Special records were designed for the online system to record the exchange agreements as well as the records for the individual titles.
In addition, a statistical form was developed to record the current status of each agreement under review and to provide cumulative statistics. This report listed each exchange by name under the category of its current status within the project. For example, titles could be:
• out for review (in the hands of the collection manager); • in process (collection manager has made decision; activity ongoing in the Acquisition Department); • maintained (decision to maintain has been made; statistics include number of titles sent to partner and their costs and number of titles received from the partner); • canceled (exchange has been canceled; statistics include number of titles canceled and cost of titles canceled); or • changed to paid (titles being moved from exchange to paid subscriptions; statistics include titles canceled on exchange and their cost on exchange as well as number of titles ordered as paid subscriptions and their cost).
This spreadsheet was printed regularly to provide a status report of the project.
Interaction with Campus Publishing
As part of the project design and implementation, the authors and Acquisition staff met with each of the presses/publishers on campus from whom titles were purchased for exchange. The review process and its rationale were explained. The expected results ─ that a large number of titles would be canceled ─ were discussed. To soften the consequences of these cancellations, the review had been specifically designed to give these publishers as much advance notice as possible. For example, all of a publisher's titles would be reviewed as a group in the spring so that they could be notified of the number to be canceled several months before the renewal was to have occurred. They advised us of their schedules to determine when they would need to be advised in order to plan their budgets. In addition, every time we canceled an exchange where we were supplying a title from OSU, we sent subscription information to the partner with the cancellation notice. The information was intended to encourage the exchange partner to resubscribe on its own. In the case of the Ohio Journal of Science, the publisher provided us with prints of their publication information to be included (see Form 4) . One of the most interesting aspects of the project for the Libraries was that, in several cases, the press/publisher contacted the Libraries before we could contact them. The University was under significant budget stress so the publishers were contacting us to renegotiate our prices. It was fortuitous that this project was already in the design phase. Had it not been, we would still have had to respond to those changing circumstances without a well-designed process in place. In one case, the Ohio Biological Survey was providing us with 200 subscriptions at no charge. With expected budget cuts, they could no longer provide these subscriptions free. Initially, they wanted to raise the price per subscription from gratis to the full $60 price. The Libraries' compromise offer was to request qualification for the bookseller's discount of 40%, which reduced the per-title price to $36 during the term of the project.
In another case, the staff of Theory Into Practice, published by the Education Department, was threatening to cancel all of the subscriptions they supplied for us at no cost. We reached an agreement that they would continue to supply us with these subscriptions for a year while we finished our review. On a more permanent basis, they agreed to supply us with the copies at no cost if, in return, we would relieve them of the job of mailing out the quarterly issues. Thus, we absorbed the administrative job of actually packaging and sending the issues of the journals out to our existing partners. We provided the envelopes and labor and asked only that the Education Department provide mailing labels printed from their database. Their administrative person did that once, and then promptly deleted the address file! This setbackhaving to rekey the addresses in our own database ─ confirmed our goal of eliminating as many of those exchanges as possible.
Revised and Integrated Workflows
Two additional goals of this project were to 1) sort through and eliminate much of the material in the existing paper files, and 2) for those exchanges retained, transfer as much information as possible into records in the online system. At the beginning of the project, the old files were reviewed for information needed to make the project decisions. Items that were obviously outdated were discarded unless they were the most recent documentation we had. The only correspondence retained at that point in the project included letters of agreement, title lists, and several years of the most recent communications. As retention decisions were made, these paper files were reviewed a second time. For canceled exchanges, we discarded all but the most recent correspondence from the exchange partner and added copies of the project documents, such as the EPDAS and cancellation letters. For exchanges maintained, we weeded all but the most current documents and added a copy of the EPDAS.
Now the primary resource for information on the existing exchanges is OSCAR, the Libraries' online system. For each exchange partner, we established a master exchange record, which is actually a set of locally produced bibliographic and order records. The bibliographic record is very brief. The name of the exchange partner serves as a corporate author entry. The title for each master record reads: Exchange Agreement. The imprint information reflects only the city and state of the exchange partner (see Figure 1 , Sample Record).
Two internal notes in the order record store information specifying which titles are sent to and received from that exchange partner. For each title received, a standard set of bibliographic, order, and check-in records are set up. The order and check-in records indicate that the title is received as an exchange and refer back to the master exchange records. The master order record also indicates which collection managers and which library locations participate in the exchange. These data allow any staff member to search the system by title, location, or collection manager to collect all records associated with that exchange.
Statistical Analysis and Results
Completion of the review process occurred in three years, as predicted. The completion of all details associated with the project will likely take an additional year. The project has succeeded in streamlining our operations and reducing our costs beyond expectations. This streamlined exchange program can be maintained by the existing staff who maintain all other continuation activities in the department. As was expected, on careful review, many of the titles were found to be "not worth the paper they were printed on." Many entire exchanges were simply canceled. For the majority of the titles on exchange that were still wanted, it was possible and more feasible to enter regular paid subscriptions. This was almost universally true for domestic exchanges, which had mushroomed over the years due to the popularity of the Ohio Biological Survey and the Ohio Journal of Science. The costs for the titles retained as paid subscriptions are not significantly higher than the costs for the titles that had been purchased to send on exchange to the partners. The foreign exchanges had a higher retention rate, particularly in areas of the world where hard currency is difficult to obtain. In some predictable areas (such as the former Soviet Union), it was still appropriate to continue the exchanges. Unfortunately, these are still the most problematic ones since the partners often want unusual arrangements such as deposit of funds in an account with a U.S. publisher for them to purchase U.S. material.
The process of reviewing each agreement with exchange partners and the investigation of pricing and availability options revealed trends that supported the decision to reduce exchanges. During the course of the project, letters of inquiry from exchange partners were received regularly. Many of these inquiries occurred because the partner also was reviewing its exchange operations. Some partners were simply canceling all exchange operations while others offered their titles on subscription to academic institutions at no cost or were willing to establish mailing lists rather than subscriptions. It was often difficult for U.S. academic and research institutions to identify and locate the appropriate staff handling exchanges. Many partners had reorganized their exchange activities and appeared to have lost track of OSU's agreement. These difficulties only reinforced the perception that exchanges had become too costly and time consuming to maintain for all parties.
Statistics were gathered continuously throughout the three-year project. The historical files were all manual, with data recorded on 3" x 5" cards or written on file folders holding related correspondence. The initial data collection was done manually, by literally counting notes on each card and file folder. When the final statistics were gathered at the end of March 1996, for this publication (see Table 1 ), fifteen exchanges were awaiting completion at various stages within the project. At that time, the Libraries had reduced the number of exchanges by 90.5% to sixty-seven; only two of these (3%) were domestic partners, and the remaining sixty-five (97%) were foreign partners. The majority of these exchanges (including the two domestic ones) were retained because the individual serial titles were not available as paid subscriptions. The number of titles sent to exchange partners dropped 91% to 105. Currently, the cost per exchange varies significantly for domestic and foreign, but due to the extreme reduction in the number of domestic exchanges, the comparisons are highly skewed.
A further analysis of the exchanges retained as of March 1996 reveals some meaningful variances based on the institutional nature of the exchange partner. The sixty-seven exchanges were divided into four broad categories. Twenty-three (34%) of the current exchange partners are universities or university libraries. Examples of this category are Kuwait University, National Taiwan University, and Kyoto University Library. These twenty-three partners account for approximately 34% for the total and average number of titles sent and received. The average cost of these exchanges is somewhat lower than the average cost for all exchanges: $26.35 per exchange, or $6.72 (20%) less. Analyzed on a per-title basis, the average cost-per-title sent is 22% lower and the average cost-per-title received is 25% lower. University-related exchanges are the least costly to maintain, in our experience.
A second major category of exchange partners can be described as national, state, or regional libraries, such as the National Library of Australia and the Federal University of Parana. This small group of twelve exchange partners represents only 18% of the total exchanges remaining, but eighty-four (26%) of the total number of titles received. The average number of titles received is seven, almost 150% higher than the overall average of 4.79. The average number of titles sent also is slightly higher, 1.83 as compared to 1.57. The costs of sending titles is $17.27, almost as low as the costs for university-related exchanges. Exchanges with this type of government library appear to be worthwhile in terms of cost and the number of titles received.
The largest category of exchange partners includes special libraries, associations, and university departments whose activities are focused on a particular subject area. For OSU, this category includes twenty-six (39%) exchange partners, such as the New Zealand Oceanographic Institute, the National Institute of Polar Research, and the International Society for Educational Information. Both the total and average number of titles sent are slightly lower than average for this category. The number of titles received, eighty-five (26%), however, is substantially lower, and the average number of titles received, 3.27, is the lowest of all categories, 32% lower than the overall average. These ratios are reflected in the total cost of $990.00, or 45% of the entire exchange budget for 26% of the titles received. In fact, the average cost-per-title received is $11.65, almost 70% higher than the average $6.90. For the OSU Libraries, this type of exchange is particularly costly and results in the fewest titles received.
The final category of exchange partners is research academies and institutes, such as L'Academie Royale de Belgique and the Intercultural Research Institute. These six exchanges represent only 9% of the exchanges and 11% of the costs. The only significant characteristic of this exchange category is a slightly higher-than-average cost per exchange: $40.00, or 20% higher. Considering the size of the category, these tables may not represent any significant factors relevant to other libraries.
The primary reasons for complete cancellation of a foreign exchange (excluding cancellation in order to change to paid subscriptions) were higher than average costs to maintain the exchange, the cancellation of the exchange by the partner, or the cancellation of the exchange based on a collection development decision by the collection manager. The number of exchanges canceled because the titles received could be changed to paid subscriptions was 273, or 39% of the beginning collection. Like the analysis of the exchanges that were completely canceled, the domestic and foreign ratio was slightly tilted toward domestic exchanges. A total of seventy-six domestic (28%) and 197 foreign (72%) exchanges were changed to paid, as compared to the 21/79% ratio at the beginning of the project. When the costs of replacing the exchanged titles with paid subscriptions were analyzed, the subscription costs were lower. To maintain domestic exchanges cost an average $24.58 per title on exchange, but only $20.05 as a paid subscription. For foreign titles, the average cost per title was $54.47 on exchange, but only $51.62 as a paid subscription. For the Libraries this was a significant factor in the decision to move more than 400 titles to paid subscriptions (see Tables 2 and 3) .
Conclusion
This statistical review illustrates strongly that a collection development review was warranted. The Acquisition Department used cost analysis and the goal of streamlining operations as a tool to facilitate this collection development review. All three goals for the project ─ a collection development ─ based analysis of the value of titles received vs. costs of titles sent, a shift of titles to paid subscriptions whenever possible, and a migration of exchange management functions to fully automated control that is integrated with the local library system and processes-were met and proved to be of value to the exchange program.
Library collections are dynamic and ever changing. A collection development-based analysis of the exchange agreements should be performed on any exchange title on a regular basis. The initial gathering of information about the titles sent and received highlights any changes to the exchange agreement that would upset the balance. Such problems as late or missing issues, lack of response to inquiries and claims, and general difficulties in communications with the exchange partner can be identified and addressed. Should the library discover significant changes to any side of the exchange equation, this analysis would provide the momentum and data needed to renegotiate or cancel the exchange.
The shift of exchanged titles to paid subscriptions proved fiscally beneficial for the OSU Libraries. In most cases, the cost of titles sent was not significantly higher than the cost of paid subscriptions and those titles were, in fact, available on subscription. Other libraries may not have the funding for paid subscriptions or may have a wealth of titles to offer in exchange. In such cases, the decision to maintain exchange agreements would be based on other factors, such as the availability of staffing.
The migration of exchange functions to fully automated control that is integrated with the local library system and processes is required for the efficient management of exchanges. In most major academic libraries, exchange activities originated well before any in-house automation and usually were maintained separately from normal acquisition activities. Any library managing exchanges should use the review process to streamline its files, build an
